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Building virtual integrated communities; the (air)port as a data gateway to the world.
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Delivery side: Information islands
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Ultimate objective of digitization is 
virtual integration of the chain

Logistics chain if well organized is a relay

that can outperform integrators



Mission

To make the world operate 
as one

One community at a time
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Building virtual integrated communities
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Intra-Enterprise Collaboration

Around the turn of the century, 
most enterprises invested in 
enterprise resource planning 
systems to unify communication 
and collaboration between 
departments, business units and 
companies inside a group
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This was possible because: 

Use of the system was mandatory 
and enforceable

Even though the investment was 
significant, it supported long-
lasting and stable intra-
company collaborations
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Community Collaboration

landside
airside

In logistics hubs, a large 
number of actors collaborate 
on a daily basis to provide 
services to their customers
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However, in today’s network 
economy, supply chains are 
fragmented and volatile:

The cost of N:N integrations makes 
a strong integration difficult to scale

Supply chains are often even 
designed per individual order

The number of partners to align is 
an order of magnitude larger

Use of IT systems cannot be 
enforced across company 
boundaries
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Community Collaboration
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Their enterprise systems support 
internal processes, but 
collaboration is often still done by 
sending messages … or paper 
documents
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Nallian’s solution: the CargoFlow model
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The CargoFlow model build a 
digital representation of all 
relevant interactions with clear 
data sharing rules enforced by 
each data owner
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Nallian’s solution: the CargoFlow model
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So when a business process needs 
to be optimized by providing 
better and faster visibility … 
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Nallian’s solution: the CargoFlow model
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... the application ecosystem can 
provide the optimal solution to 
collaborate and solve cross-
enterprise issues
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these collaborative applications 
solve real problems, increasing 
trust between partners while 
generating local insights
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The (air)port as a data gateway to the world.

Focusing on linking the actors on the hub with the rest of the world, 
for transparency and E2E alignment

Data Sharing Platform
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Network Collaboration
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Collaborations between logistics 
hubs spanning lanes or global 
supply chain networks follow the 
same collaborative model at a 
higher level of scale

DIFFERENT 
COLLABORATIVE 
COMMUNITIES



From reactive to proactive cold chain management

Global Pharma Tracker
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Supporting an integrated global logistics control tower

ROAD SHIPMENTS AIR SHIPMENTS SEA SHIPMENTS NEEDING ATTENTION

823 133 414 14



READY TO CONNECT TO THE FUTURE ?


